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Despite the potentially bene�ial impat of natural resoure wealth on eo-nomi growth, many ountries su�er from what has been alled the \resoureurse".. There is a large body of empirial work that tries to establish a nega-tive relationship between resoure abundane and poor eonomi performane.However, the literature also assets that some ountries managed to take ad-vantage of their environmental endowments and reeive a \blessing". There isno a single explanation in the eonomi literature of what reates a \blessing"rather than a \urse" (Sahs and Warner (1997, 1999), Rodriguez and Sahs(1999), Stevens (2003), Papyrakis and Gerlagh (2004)).One of the purposes ofthis paper is to throw light on this question.Regarding the problem of the sustainability of the eonomi growth, sine the90s, eonomists have relied on tehnologial hange as the solution. Authors likeGrossman & Helpman (1991), Smulders (1995), Bovenberg & Smulders (1995)and Elbasa & Roe (1996) among others, suggest that hanes of ahieving sus-tainable growth ritially depend on maintaining a steady ow of tehnologialinnovations. A onlusion whih is roughly onsistent with historial experi-ene in industrialized ountries. However, many developing eonomies rely onunderdeveloped, or even inexistent, R&D setors.This paper develops two models of endogenous growth for a ountry owning arenewable natural resoure. The �rst model follows the literature on endogenousgrowth and the environment developed during the 90s. It desribes an eonomyendowed with a renewable natural resoure that, at the same time, invests onR&D. It allows us to onentrate on the impat of natural resoure wealthon the long-run growth rate, although it may not properly explain the realityof developing ountries. As Todo (2000) observes, developing ountries tendto rely on foreign diret investment (FDI), rather than domesti R&D, as themajor soure of tehnologial development. This fat is taken into aount inthe seond model in this paper, where tehnologial improvements di�use froma tehnologial leader ountry to the developing one 1.Tehnology di�usion from a tehnologial leading ountry to a follower byFDI requires a ertain degree of openness in both ountries. However, most ofthe endogenous growth models whih takle environmental problems study anisolated ountry and do not take into aount trade relationships. At the sametime international trade poses a partiular problem for developing ountries try-ing to manage their environment. Sine the exploitation of natural resouresremains a large setor in their eonomies, needs for foreign exhange enouragemany developing ountries to overexploit their natural resoures. Trade in trop-ial timber, for example, is one fator underlying tropial deforestation. Thus,the pursuit of sustainability needs to take international eonomi relations intoaount.International trade is analyzed in El��asson & Turnovsky (2004) from thepoint of view of a small open eonomy in whih the renewable resoure is used1Coe et al. (1997) reports that in 1990, industrial ountries aounted for 96% of theworld's R&D expenditure. Countries like United States, Japan, Germany, Frane and UKoriginate 90% of the patents in the world. The rest of the ountries in the world are onsideredtehnologial followers. 2



to purhase imports of a onsumption good. They prove the existene of asustainable growth path, that is, the oexistene of a limited natural resouresetor with an unlimited growth of the eonomy. Their growth model is basedon the AK model whih allows growth even after the exhaustion of the renew-able resoure. This annot explain the eonomies of many developing ountrieswhose produtive proess depend on the extration of the resoure. One of themain results of El��ason & Turnovsky (2004) is that resoure abundane redueslong-run growth rate. This result follows without invoking other explanatoryvariables given in the literature suh us rent-seeking, sub-optimal alloation ofresoures, terms of trade or politial inentives (Stevens (2003), Papyrakis &Gerlagh (2004), Robinson et al. (2006)). An eonomy having aess to a morebountiful natural resoure alloates more labor in the resoure setor at theexpense of less employment in the �nal output setor and onsequently a lowerlong-run growth rate. This result ritially depends on the harvesting fun-tion of the resoure, whih only requires the use of labor but it is not a�etedby the stok of the natural resoure. A more bountiful natural resoure ouldenhane the produtivity of labor in the resoure setor, as it is typially as-sumed in environmental models, (see Clark (1990) for further disussions on thistopi), making unneessary larger employment in the resoure setor and with-out harming the long-run growth rate of the eonomy. The models presented inthis paper onsider both spei�ations for the harvesting funtion.Contrary to the model of El��asson and Turnovsky, a bilateral trade model isanalyzed in Cabo et al. (2005). The natural resoure extrated in one ountry issold abroad, where it is used as an input. The resoure-dependent ountry atsas the supplier of the natural resoure but it has no industrial struture and the�nal output for onsumption must be imported. The onsumption growth inthis ountry is a diret onsequene of the eonomi growth in the industrializedountry. The work developed in this paper represents a more realisti situation.The models we propose in this paper extend the literature on endogenousgrowth and environment in several ways. The losed eonomy studied �rstallows to larify the mehanism through whih an eonomy an take advantageof resoure abundane to inrease its growth rate in the long-run. The seondmodel addresses the problem of sustainability in an eonomy endowed with anatural resoure but with no investment in tehnologial progress. FDI is shownas a key element in the proess of ahieving sustainable growth in resoure-dependent eonomies.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, we present a losedeonomy endowed with a natural resoure whih also invests on tehnologialinnovation. In setion 3, the eonomy does not arry out R&D ativities, butrelies on FDI. In both setions we onentrate on steady-state equilibria andstudy their existene, uniqueness and stability. We provide also a sensitivityanalysis of the steady-state equilibrium. In setion 4, we ompare the long-rungrowth rates and the onsumers' welfare obtained with domesti innovation andFDI. In setion 5, we onlude. 3



2 Sustainable growth with domesti innovationIn this setion we deal with a losed eonomy endowed with a stok of a renew-able natural resoure whih is harvested and used as an essential input in theprodution of �nal output, ombined with labor and intermediate nondurablegoods. The total labor fore, whih is assumed to be onstant, is alloated be-tween the harvesting of the natural resoure and the prodution of �nal output.Intermediate goods are invented and produed by monopolisti entrepreneur-ships. Let us provide a detailed desription of eah setor of this eonomy.2.1 Resoure setorAt any point of time, the net growth rate of the renewable natural resoure, S,is given by the natural reprodution of the resoure minus the harvesting, thatis, _S = G(S)�R; S(0) = S0; (1)where G(S) desribes the gross reprodution rate of the resoure, R is the rateof harvest and S0 is the initial stok of the resoure.2 The reprodution funtionis assumed to be of the well-known logisti or Verlhust type (see, for example,Clark, 1990): G(S) = gS�1� SC� ;where g denotes the intrinsi growth rate of the natural resoure and C repre-sents the arrying apaity or saturation level.The harvesting of the natural resoure R depends upon labor and the sizeof the renewable resoure (its stok). In its general spei�ation, the harvestingfuntion presents dereasing marginal returns to the e�ort (in our ase identi�edby labor) and the stok level. Thus, the harvest rate an be represented byR(LS; S) = BL1�ÆS S�; B > 0; 0 < Æ < 1; 0 � S � C; 0 � � � 1; (2)where LS is the amount of labor employed in the resoure setor. The dereasingmarginal return to the stok of the natural resoure omes as a result of thehypothesis of ongestion; while the dereasing marginal return to labor is aonsequene of ultimate gear saturation. One partiular ase is given by � = 0,whih implies that harvesting is independent of the stok size (this ase is studiedby El��asson & Turnovsky, 2004). Another partiular ase is � = 1, when theharvest rate orresponds to the well-known Shaefer pattern used in many othermodels. The main hypothesis is that the harvest is proportional to the stok ofthe renewable resoure.3 In what follows we shall name the harvest ow as R,omitting the arguments LS and S.2The time argument is eliminated when no onfusion an arise.3The hypothesis � = 0 is appropriate for forests or �sh leaving lose to the surfae; whereas,� = 1 is suitable for bottom-dwelling �sh (see, El��asson & Turnovsky, 2004 and referenestherein). 4



2.2 Final output setorThe eonomy omprises a large number of idential �rms, eah of whih pro-dues �nal output using labor, the natural resoure and nondurable intermediateinputs. The output prodution funtion of a representative �rm is given byY = AL1����Y NXj=1X�j R� ; A > 0; 0 < �; �; �+ � < 1; (3)where LY is the labor input, Xj is the amount of nondurable input of typej 2 f1; : : : ; Ng, and R is the resoure input. This output prodution funtion isbased on Spene (1976), Dixit & Stiglitz (1977) and Ethier (1982), but in ourase it is subjet to an environmental restrition. In addition to labor and in-termediate goods, the natural resoure is a neessary fator for prodution andgrowth in this eonomy. Output prodution has diminishing marginal produ-tivity in eah input, LY ; Xj and R; and onstant returns to sale in all inputstogether.Competitive �rms equate net marginal produts to fator pries:w = (1� �� �) YLY ; pR = �YR ; (4)Xj = LY ��Apj � 11�� � RLY � �1�� ; (5)where w is the wage rate, pR is the prie of the natural resoure and pj is theprie of intermediate good j.2.3 Behavior of innovatorsAt a point in time, the existing tehnology allows the prodution of N varietiesof intermediate goods. Tehnologial progress takes the form of an expansion inthis number of varieties and follows the model of Barro & Sala-i-Martin (1999,Chapter 6). The prodution of eah type of intermediate good is monopolizedby a single �rm. Assuming that, one invented, an intermediate good of typej osts � units of Y to produe, the monopolist sets the prie pj , at eah date,to maximize his instantaneous pro�ts, �j = (pj � �)Xj ; where Xj is given inequation (5). The maximum is obtained at pj = �=� > �. Using this prie in(5) we obtain Xj = X = LY �A� � 11�� � 21�� � RLY � �1�� ; (6)Y = AL1����Y NX�R� = ��2NX: (7)Note that the amount of intermediate good Xj is the same for all j 2 f1; : : : ; Ngand depends on variables LY and R. 5



The ost to invent a new type of produt is �xed at � times the produtionost, that is, �� units of output Y . We assume free entry into the business ofbeing an inventor so that, in equilibrium, the present value of the pro�ts foreah intermediate good must equal ��, that is:�� = Z 1t (pj � �)LY �A� � 11�� � 21�� � RLY � �1�� e��r(s;t)(s�t)ds; (8)where �r(s; t) = [1=(s� t)℄ R st r(w)dw is the average interest rate between timest and s.Note that di�erentiating (8) with respet to t and taking into aount thatLY ; R and r are time-dependent, it follows thatr = 1� 1� �� X = 1� 1� �� � 21��LY �A� � 11�� � RLY � �1�� : (9)2.4 ConsumersConsumers aumulate assets and reeive �nanial interest inome from them,together with the inome derived from their labor. A representative onsumerhas one unit of labor per unit of time whih must be alloated between theprodution of �nal output and the harvesting of the natural resoure. Shereeives a wage inome derived from her labor servies in the �nal output setor,plus the pro�ts from the extration of the natural resoure. We assume that theexploitation of the resoure is managed as a ooperative of idential memberswith perfet property rights. The inome from the sale of the resoure is equallydistributed between all members. Thus, per apita budget onstraint for arepresentative onsumer is_a = ra + vw + pRR�L � ; a(0) = a0; (10)where a is per apita assets, v 2 [0; 1℄ is the fration of labor in the �nal outputprodution,  is per apita onsumption of the �nal good, �L is the onstantlabor fore and pRR=�L is per apita inome derived from the extration ofthe resoure. Given previous de�nition of v, the labor employed either in the�nal output setor or in the resoure setor an be rede�ned as LY = v �L andLS = (1� v)�L. The initial amount of per apita assets is denoted by a0.A representative onsumer has to deide her onsumption, , and the frationof labor, v and 1 � v, employed either in the �nal output prodution or inharvesting, to maximize her utility:max;v Z 10 ln()e��tdt; � > 0;subjet to (1) and (10). Performing the maximization problem leads to the6



neessary onditions for an interior solution:1 = �; (11)(1� Æ)���+ �pR�L � R1� v = �w; (12)_� = � [�� r℄ ; (13)_�+ � �g�1� 2SC�� �RS � �� = ��pR�L �RS ; (14)together with the transversality onditionslimt!1�(t)a(t)e��t = 0; limt!1�(t)S(t)e��t = 0; (15)where � and � are the shadow values of assets and the renewable resoure,respetively.Condition (11) equates the marginal utility of onsumption to the shadowvalue of assets. Condition (12) equates the marginal returns of labor in the twosetors. The return of labor in the �nal output setor is just its salary, whereasthe marginal bene�t yielded by labor in the resoure setor equals the marginalinome derived by the extration of the resoure minus the value of the resoureforegone in the proess. This is a onsequene of the assumption of perfetproperty rights over the resoure. Under an open aess regime onsumerswould not dedue the value of the used resoure and the resoure will not beeÆiently used.Condition (13) is the well-known Ramsey rule of optimal saving. Condition(14) equates the rate of return on investing in the resoure to the loss on assetaumulation.From (11) and (13) it follows that_ = r � �: (16)The onsumption growth rate is given by the well-known gap between the rateof return on assets, r, and the disount rate, �.Considering the eonomy losed to international asset exhange, total house-holds' assets, a�L, equal the market value of the �rms that produe the interme-diate goods, ��N . Taking into aount (4), (7), (9), and (10) the dynamis ofthe number of intermediate goods, N , is_N = 1� �Y � �L� �NX� ; N(0) = N0; (17)where N0 is the initial quantity of existing intermediate inputs.7



2.5 Steady-state equilibriumDe�nition 1 Given N(0) and S(0), an equilibrium onsists of time paths forN , S,  and v that maximize the utility of a representative onsumer subjetto (1) and (10), where the wage rate, w, and the prie of the resoure, pR, aregiven by (4) and the amount of intermediate goods, X, by (6).De�nition 2 A steady-state equilibrium would be an equilibrium where all vari-ables grow at onstant rates (that ould be zero for some variables).The following proposition haraterizes a steady-state equilibrium.Proposition 3 If a steady-state equilibrium exists, the di�erent variables alongthis path behave as follows:� The stok of the natural resoure, S, the labor share devoted either to the�nal output setor, v, or to the resoure setor, 1� v, the harvesting, R,and the interest rate, r, remain onstant.� Output, Y , onsumption, , the prie of the natural resoure, pR, and thesalary, w, all grow at the same rate as N .Proof. See Appendix A.A steady-state equilibrium an be seen as a sustainable growth path. In suha solution, the eonomy will be ontinuously growing maintaining onstant thestok of the renewable resoure.The assumption of perfet property rights over the natural resoure intro-dued into this model, leads onsumers to take into aount the resoure dy-namis (1) in their deision making proess. This environmental restrition ise�etive as long as the share of labor devoted to the extration of the resoureis lower under perfet property rights than under an open aess regime. Oth-erwise, natural resoure dynamis would not restrit onsumers' deisions andthe environmental restrition will not be binding. The behaviour of onsumerswill not be a�eted by natural resoure sarity. The following propositiondetermines the e�ort devoted to harvest the resoure under open aess.Proposition 4 If the natural resoure is an open aess resoure, the represen-tative onsumer would alloate a fration of labor voa = 1=� to output prodution(and orrespondingly 1� 1=� to harvesting), where� = 1� �� Æ�1� �� � > 1Proof. See Appendix A.In what follows, we onentrate on equilibria with an extration e�ort belowthe harvesting e�ort under open aess, i.e. v > voa = 1=�. These are theequilibria whih would appear if the environmental restrition is binding.Note that if v and S remain onstant, then the harvest rate, R = B �(1� v)�L�1�Æ S�,and the interest rate, r, given by (9), will be also onstant. Moreover, output Y ,8



given by (7), will grow at the same rate as the number of intermediate goods,N . This rate will be onstant if and only if ~ = =N is also onstant. Therefore,a steady-state equilibrium, as it is desribed in Proposition 3, will be obtainedif and only if variables v, S and ~ remain onstant. The dynamis of these threevariables are given in Lemma 22 in Appendix A.The following proposition ollets all the hypotheses needed to guarantee aunique steady-state for variables v, S and ~. In both ases, when the stok ofthe natural resoure does and does not a�et labor produtivity in harvesting,� = 1 or � = 0, onditions on the intrinsi growth rate of the resoure guaranteethe existene and uniqueness of a steady-state equilibrium with an extratione�ort below the open aess harvesting e�ort, that is, v > 1=�.Proposition 5 The existene and uniqueness of a steady-state equilibrium with~� > 0; 1=� < v� < 1 and 0 < S� < C=2 have been proven:� for � = 1, under suÆient ondition:g � �; (18)� for � = 0, under neessary and suÆient ondition:g 2 (�; g+); (19)where g+ is the upper bound given in (54) in Appendix A.Proof. See Appendix A.When the stok of the resoure does not a�et harvesting, � = 0, steady-statevalues S� and v� an be expliitly found (see Appendix A):S� = g � �2g C < C2 ; v� = 1� 1�L �(g2 � �2)C4gB � 11�Æ :Thus, a neessary ondition for the positivity of S� is g > �, whih also guar-antees that v� < 1. That is, the intrinsi growth rate of the resoure must begreater than the rate of temporal disount for the existene of a feasible interiorsteady-state.Moreover, when � = 0, ondition v > 1=� says that the harvesting is belowthe open aess extration, Roa = B(1 � 1=�)1�Æ. At the steady-state, thisinequality is equivalent toG(S�) < Roa. If this ondition is not ful�lled, even theharvesting under open aess will not be high enough to maintain motionless thenatural resoure. Therefore, the eonomy will not be faing an environmentalshortage. Condition G(S)� < Roa is equivalent to ondition g < g+, statedon previous proposition, whih establishes that the intrinsi growth rate of thenatural resoure must be upper bounded for the environmental restrition to bee�etive. Proposition 5 proves that this upper bound, together with onditiong > �, are neessary and suÆient onditions for the existene of a uniquesteady-state with v� > 1=�. 9



When the stok of the resoure a�ets harvesting, � = 1, a losed-form forthe stok of the resoure and the labor share in the �nal output setor at thesteady-state annot be found. However, the assumption of a intrinsi growthrate larger than the disount rate, g � �, ensures the existene of a uniqueequilibrium with an extration e�ort below the open aess harvesting e�ort.The lak of omplete stability is a typial property of balaned paths inendogenous growth models (Mart��nez-Gar��a, 2003). This is also the ase forour model for all � 2 [0; 1℄, as it is proved in Lemma 23 in Appendix A. Thefollowing proposition proves onditional stability when � = 0 or � = 1.Proposition 6 The steady-state equilibrium is a saddle-point with a one-dimen-sional stable manifold.Proof. See Appendix A.In what follows we shall onentrate on the partiular ases � = 0 and � = 1,where the existene, uniqueness, and saddle-point stability are proved.The following proposition presents the responses of the steady-state equilib-rium values of the stok of the natural resoure and the labor alloated to eahsetor upon hanges in the environmental parameters.Proposition 7 When a unique steady-state equilibrium exists, the stok of theresoure, S�, and the labor share in the �nal output setor, v�, inreases anddereases, respetively, with the intrinsi growth rate of the natural resoure, g.Likewise, S� inreases with the arrying apaity, C, while its e�et on v�, isnegative for � = 0, although it is null for � = 1.Proof. See Appendix A.The previous results ondut to the following interpretations. A higher in-trinsi growth rate, g, leads onsumers to devote a larger labor share to theresoure setor, 1� v�, whih pushes the harvesting of the natural resoure up.Nevertheless, sine the resoure grows faster, this situation is ompatible witha larger stok of the resoure in the steady-state equilibrium.The arrying apaity of the natural resoure, C, represents the size of theresoure setor. It has a positive e�et on the equilibrium resoure stok, S�.The e�et of C on the labor share devoted to eah produtive setor depends onthe value of �. When the stok of the natural resoure does not a�et harvesting,� = 0, a greater arrying apaity needs an inrement in harvesting to maintainonstant the stok of the resoure , whih requires a higher extration e�ort,1� v�. However, when the stok of the natural resoure does a�et harvesting,� = 1, the inrement in C also raises the stationary resoure stok, S�. Theinrement in C inreases harvesting in the same proportion as the inrement inS�, whih makes unneessary an augment in the extration e�ort, 1�v�. Thus,for � = 1, the labor share in eah setor is una�eted by the arrying apaity.From the growth rate of onsumption, in (16), and the rate of return, in (9),the growth rate of the eonomy, , along a steady-state equilibrium follows:= 1� 1� �� X � � = 1� 1� �� � 21�� �A� � 11�� (v� �L) 1����1�� R(v�; S�) �1�� � �; (20)10



where R(v�; S�) = B �(1� v�)�L�1�Æ S��. The results in Proposition 7 an beused to ompare the long-term growth rates of two eonomies that di�er inresoure abundane. The next proposition states the results of this omparison.Proposition 8 The long-term growth rate of the eonomy, , dereases withthe ost of innovation, �, and it is positively related with the arrying apaity,C, and with the intrinsi growth rate of the natural resoure, g.Proof. The results immediately follow taking the partial derivatives of with respet to �, the intrinsi growth rate, g, and the arrying apaity, C, andtaking into aount the results established in Proposition 7.An inrement in the ost of innovation, �, and redues the rate of return onassets for investors, whih lessens the growth rate of the eonomy.As equation (20) states, the stok of the resoure at the steady-state, S�,only a�ets the growth rate through its e�et on harvesting. Let reall that when� = 0, the resoure extration is independent of the resoure stok. Therefore,the resoure abundane, measured by the arrying apaity, C, and the intrinsigrowth rate, g, inuenes the growth rate of the eonomy in the long-termthrough its e�et on v�, when � = 0, or both on v� and S�, when � = 1.When � = 0, resoure abundane has two opposite e�ets on the growth ratein the long-term. On the one hand, a higher C (or a higher g) leads to devotea lower share of labor to the �nal output setor, v�, whih has a negative e�eton the growth rate in the long run. This is the only e�et that the model ofEll��asson & Turnovsky (2004) takes into aount. In their model, where theextrated resoure is traded to obtain foreign onsumption goods, harvestinghas no e�et on the prodution of �nal output. This fat leads the authors toonlude that if the eonomy has aess to a more bountiful natural resoure,it hooses more onsumption today, at the ost of slower growth in the longrun. However, in our model, harvesting of the resoure has a positive inueneon the �nal output prodution. Therefore, we an deal with a seond e�et ofthe environmental onditions on the growth rate. A higher C (or a higher g)leads to a larger labor share to the resoure setor, harvesting a higher amountof the resoure, whih is used to inrease the �nal output prodution, enlargingthe growth rate of the eonomy. These two e�ets have opposite signs. If openaess to the resoure was allowed, onsumers would hoose the labor sharewere these two e�ets ompensate, voa = 1=�. However, the assumption ofperfet property right over the resoure leads onsumers to devote a highershare of labor to the �nal output setor, that is, v� > voa, and onsequentlyR(v�; S�) < Roa. In this situation the environmental restrition is foring tooverenlarge the labor fore in the �nal output and to underuse the resoure.Any movement orreting these distortions will have a positive e�et on thelong-run growth rate. The seond e�et will be stronger, and we an onludethat an eonomy having aess to a more bountiful natural resoure will growfaster.When � = 1, a larger intrinsi growth rate, g, lowers the labor share inthe �nal output setor, and raises the labor share devoted to harvesting, whih11



pushes extration up. In addition, the inrement in the stationary stok of theresoure, S�, assoiated with a higher g, pushes extration further up. Thus, thenet e�et of a higher intrinsi growth rate on the eonomy growth rate is positive,likewise as for � = 0. With regard to the e�et of the arrying apaity, it hasno e�et on the labor share devoted to eah setor of the eonomy. However,the stok of the natural resoure, whih has now a positive e�et on the growthrate, will be greater, leading to a higher growth rate.From expression (46) in Appendix A it is straightforward to show that thee�et on ~� of hanges in the environmental parameters C and g, are the same asthat on the eonomy growth rate, . Therefore, the following orollary results.Corollary 9 The steady-state equilibrium of onsumption per variety of inter-mediate good, ~�, depends positively on the ost of innovation, �, the arryingapaity, C, and the intrinsi growth rate of the natural resoure, g.Sine an inrement in the ost of innovation, �, redues the rate of returnon assets, onsumers tend to inrease their onsumption with respet to invest-ment, augmenting the ratio of onsumption per variety of intermediate good, ~�.Moreover, a more bountiful resoure inreases harvesting, and so, onsumers at-tain a larger inome from their extration ativities in the resoure setor, whihinreases onsumption and the ratio ~�.3 Sustainable growth with FDIDeveloping eonomies tend to rely on FDI rather than on domesti innovationas the soure of tehnologial development. With this idea, the following modelassumes that tehnologial improvements in the ountry endowed with the re-newable natural resoure ome imported from a tehnologial leader ountry. Itis an extension of the two-ountry endogenous growth model desribed in Barro& Sala-i-Martin (1999, Chapter 8). We shall see how, although no tehnologialinvestments are arried out in the ountry endowed with the natural resoure,the trade relationship with a tehnologial leader enables a sustained eonomigrowth maintaining onstant the stok of the resoure.We present a model of bilateral trade between a tehnologial follower oun-try whih manages the extration of the natural resoure, alled ountry F , anda tehnologial leading ountry, alled ountry L. We assume that �nal outputproduers in ountry F buy the new intermediate inputs to the innovators inountry L, whereas onsumers of this latter buy domesti onsumption as wellas goods produed in ountry F . We shall study two senarios depending onthe market power of the trading ountries. The terms of trade is una�eted byountries' deisions when small open eonomies with no market power are on-sidered. Conversely, their deisions determine pries when either one ountry isthe unique supplier and its ounterpart the only demander of the interhangedgoods. Alternatively, the terms of trade is determined by their ations whenL (resp. F ) is a representative eonomy of many lones tehnologial leading(resp. follower) eonomies. In our formulation, although ountries determine12



the term of trade, they do not inorporate the mehanism of prie formationin their deision proess. Thus, we are onsidering myopi large eonomies orsmall representative eonomies. For simpliity, we refer to this as large openeonomies (LOE) senario, while the senario with no market power is knownas small open eonomies (SOE). In what follows we shall desribe the problemeah ountry faes.3.1 The tehnologial follower ountryCountry F manages the natural resoure of the logisti type, where the harvestrate is given by (2). This ountry does not invest on tehnologial improvements.Final output produers import the intermediate goods invented and produedin the leading ountry.The �nal good prodution of a representative �rm presents the same fun-tional form as (3):4 YF = AFL1����FY NXj=1X�FjR�: (21)Following the same reasoning as for the losed eonomy, net marginal prod-uts are equated to fator pries:wF =(1� �� �) YFLFY ; pR=�YFR ; XFj=LFY �AFpFj ! 11��� RLFY � �1�� ; (22)where pFj is the prie paid for the intermediate goods to the leading ountryentrepeneurships.Sine no innovative ativity exists in ountry F and there is no internationaltrade on �nanial assets, onsumers of ountry F do not aumulate assets inthe form of ownership laims on innovative �rms, and do not reeive �nanialinterest inome from them. The only asset that onsumers of this ountry anhold is the ownership of the natural resoure, whose aumulation law is givenby (1). A representative onsumer in ountry F has to deide the fration oflabor, 1 � v, employed to ooperative harvesting, attaining a portion 1=LF oftotal returns, pRR. Correspondingly, the onsumer alloates a fration, v, ofher labor to the �nal output setor.5 Therefore, she reeives and onsumes:pR RLF + vwF = F : (23)Thus, the optimization problem of a representative onsumer is:maxv Z 10 ln(F )e��tdt (24)s.t. _S = gS(1� S=C)�B(LF (1� v))1�ÆS�; S(0) = S0: (25)4Subsript F denotes variables orresponding to the follower ountry.5Likewise as for the losed eonomy, labor in the �nal output setor and the resoure setoris rede�ned as LFY = vLF and LFS = (1� v)LF .13



Proposition 24 in Appendix B haraterizes the optimal time paths in thetehnologial follower ountry.3.2 The tehnologial leading ountryProdution of �nal output of a representative �rm is desribed by 6:YL = ALL1��L NXj=1X�Lj : (26)By equating the marginal produt to input pries, the wage rate and the totaldemand of intermediate good j by produers an be written as:wL = (1� �) YLLL ; XLj = LL��ALpj � 11�� ; (27)where pj is the prie of intermediate input j in this ountry.The intertemporal maximization problem for a representative onsumer reads:maxL;LF U = Z 10 [ln(L) + ln(LF )℄ e��tdt; (28)s.t. : _aL = raL + wL � L � pF LF ; aL(0) = aL0; (29)where aL is per apita assets, L is per apita onsumption of domesti �nalgood, and LF is per apita onsumption of the good imported from ountry Fat a prie pF .We onsider the prie of the domesti �nal good as a numeraire, pL = 1.Consequently, pF not only represents the prie of the good imported from F ,but also, the terms of trade that de�nes ommere between these two ountries,i.e. the units of ountry L's output paid for one unit of onsumption importedfrom ountry F .As it is proved in Proposition 25 in Appendix B, the following onditionsare neessary for onsumer's optimization:_LL = r � �; _LFLF = r � �� _pFpF : (30)The growth rate of the domesti good onsumption is again as in (16). Thedi�erene between this rate and the growth rate of the terms of trade gives thegrowth rate of the imported good onsumption.As there are no innovators in the follower ountry, prodution of intermediategoods is arried out in the leader ountry. This situation applies as long asintelletual property rights are proteted both domestially and internationally.6Subsript L denotes variables orresponding to the leading ountry. Parameters, AF , andLF , may di�er from their orresponding parameters for ountry L. Di�erenes between AFand AL ould reet di�erenes in government poliies. The gap between LF and LL reetsthe di�erenes in sale between the two eonomies.14



One invented, an intermediate good of type j osts �L units of YL to pro-due, while innovator who produes this intermediate good obtains pj unit ofYL: For simpliity, we normalize �L = 1.. The monopolist deides the prie pjto maximize his instantaneous pro�ts from sales to �nal output produers in Land F : �j = (pj � 1) (XLj +XFj) ;where XLj and XFj are given in equations (27) and (22).The maximum prie for this problem is:pj = 1=� > 1; (31)then, the units of �nal output of ountry F paid for one unit of the intermediategood j, pFj , is equal to 1=(�pF ): Therefore, the amount of every intermediate ineah ountry is: XLj = XL = LLA 11��L � 21�� ; (32)XFj = XF = vLF (pFAF ) 11��� 21�� � RvLF � �1�� : (33)Note that although XL is onstant, the quantity XF depends on v and R (whihis a funtion of v and S), and also on pF .Likewise as in the losed eonomy, the ost to reate a new intermediateis supposed � times the ost of produing it, that is, � units of YL. However,an innovator must pay a ost beyond the initial R&D outlay to transfer andadapt his produt for use in ountry F; �, with 0 < � < �. One more, the freeentry assumption equates the present value of the pro�ts for eah intermediateto � + �, and following the same reasoning arried out in the losed eonomy,we obtain the rate of return on assets:r = (1� �)(XL +XF )�(� + �) : (34)Investment returns in the tehnologial leader ountry are linked to the mo-nopolisti bene�ts in the intermediate good setor. Considering an eonomylosed to international asset exhange, total households' assets, aLLL, equalthe market value of the �rms that produe these intermediate goods, (�+ �)N .Therefore, households' assets run parallel to the number of varieties of interme-diate inputs, N . The dynamis of the number of intermediate goods, N , an beobtained from the equality aLLL = (� + �)N , taking into aount the salary inthe tehnologial leader ountry given in (27), the relationship�2YL = NXL; (35)and the dynamis of the assets in (29):_N= 1�+� �YL�(L+pF LF )LL�N �XL� 1��� XF�� ; N(0) = N0: (36)15



As we will show, the permanent inrement in this number fuels growth of pro-dution of �nal output setor not only in the tehnologial leader ountry, butalso in the follower, where �nal output produers also use intermediate inputsinvented in the leader ountry.3.3 Steady-state equilibriumBefore de�ning an equilibrium for the two-trading eonomies desribed above,we briey onsider the problem being solved in eah ountry. The problem forthe leader ountry, PL: A representative onsumer of ountry L has to hooseL and LF to maximize (28) subjet to (29). The salary wL will be given by(27) and the rate of return r will be (34). In a symmetri fashion, the problemfor the follower ountry, PF: A representative onsumer of ountry F has tohoose v to maximize (24) subjet to (25). The wage rate, wF , and the prie ofthe resoure, pR, will be given by (22).Two type of equilibria may appear depending on the market power of thetrading eonomies. The terms of trade, pF , is exogenously �xed and supposedonstant in the senario that onsiders two small open eonomies. By ontrast,when large open eonomies are onsidered, the prie, pF , for a bilateral trade,is determined by equating the value of the �nal good traded from F to L, tothe value of the intermediate goods sold from innovators in L to produers inF : LLpF LF = pjNXF : (37)De�nition 10 Given N(0) and S(0), and onsidering time paths for N , S, L,LF and v suh that PL and PF are solved, two type of equilibria may appear:� Small open eonomies equilibrium (SOEE): pF is exogenously �xed in theinternational market and supposed onstant at the value p̂F .� Large open eonomies equilibrium (LOEE): pF is endogenously determinedfrom equation (37).In what follows, we onentrate exlusively on the steady-state equilibria.The �rst step is to desribe the behavior of the di�erent variables along a steady-state equilibrium.Proposition 11 If a steady-state equilibrium exists, along this path,� v, S, R, pF and r remain onstant.� YL, YF , L; LF , F , pR, wL, and wF grow at the same rate as N .Proof. See Appendix B.The steady-state equilibrium orresponds to a onstant growth path in theleading ountry. Furthermore, although the follower ountry does not investin tehnologial improvements, the trade relationship with the leader allows a16



sustainable growth path in this ountry. Both trading eonomies grow at thesame onstant rate.As in previous setion, the steady-state equilibrium orresponds with asteady-state of variables, ~L � L=N , v and S. In Lemma 26 in AppendixB presents the dynamial system that haraterizes the motion of these threevariables. The next two propositions, whih are proved in Appendix B, answerthese questions.Proposition 12 Under onditions in Proposition 5 there exists a unique steady-state equilibrium with ~�L > 0, 1=� < v� < 1 and 0 < S� < C=2.7 Furthermore,values v� and S� oinide with those obtained for the losed eonomy.Proposition 13 The steady-state equilibrium is a saddle-point with a one-dimensional stable manifold.Let us note that the steady-state values of the stok of the resoure, S�,and the labor share in the �nal output setor, v�, are solutions of the sameequation system as those obtained for the losed eonomy, as it is explained inthe proof of Proposition 12. Thus, the e�et of hanges in the arrying apaityand the intrinsi growth rate olleted in Proposition 7 remains valid. However,depending on the market power of the two trading eonomies, the e�et ofresoure abundane on the growth rate may not be the same. The reason is thatthe terms of trade, whih have a signi�ant inuene on the eonomi growthrate, remain �xed when both eonomies are small whereas they are determinedby the balane trade ondition (37) when both are large open eonomies. Thefollowing proposition studies this seond ase.Proposition 14 When a unique steady-state equilibrium exists for LOE, theterms of trade along this equilibrium, p�F , inreases with the ost of innovation,�, and the ost of adaptation, �; and dereases with the arrying apaity, C,and the intrinsi growth rate, g.Proof. See Appendix B.An inrement in either the ost of innovation, �, or the ost of adaptation,�, implies a redution in the rate of return on assets for investors in the lead-ing ountry, r. Lower returns lead onsumers to inrease their onsumption(domesti and imported) with respet to investment, augmenting the ratio offoreign onsumption per variety of intermediate good, ~LF = LF =N , in theleading ountry at the steady-state. As long as � and � do not a�et the de-mand for intermediate inputs in F , bilateral trade equilibrium leads to a gainin the follower terms of trade, p�F .An inrement in either the arrying apaity, C, or the intrinsi growth rate,g, leads onsumers in the follower ountry, who own the resoure, to redue thelabor share in the �nal output setor in favor of a higher harvesting rate ofthe resoure, whih pushes �nal output prodution up. The seond e�et is7Conditions are still valid, replaing �L by LF in g+ (expression (54))17



stronger both, when � = 0 and S� does not a�et harvesting, and when � = 1and the inrement in S� fuels harvesting and �nal output prodution further. Ahigher �nal output prodution in the follower ountry requires higher importsof intermediate inputs. As long as C and g do not a�et the demand for foreignonsumption in the leading ountry, the equilibrium in bilateral trade leads toa lose in the follower's terms of trade.These hanges in the terms of trade may also a�et onsumption. The nextproposition studies the e�ets upon onsumption per variety of intermediategood along the steady-state equilibrium under the SOE and LOE senarios.Proposition 15 When a unique steady-state equilibrium exists, along this equi-librium, the ratios of onsumption per variety of intermediate good ~�L; ~�LF and~�F ,8 inrease with the ost of innovation, �, and the ost of adaptation, �, exept~�F in SOE senario whih remains onstant.The e�et of an inrement in C or g on the ratio of onsumption per varietyof intermediate good also depends on the size of the open eonomies:� SOE: ~�L and ~�LF remain onstant, while ~�F inreases.� LOE: ~�L remains onstant, while ~�LF and ~�F inrease.Proof. See Appendix B.As it has been previously explained, an inrement in either � or � leadsonsumers in the leading ountry to inrease their onsumption (domesti andimported) with respet to investment, augmenting the ratios ~�L = �L=N and~�LF = �LF =N in the same proportion, when pF is �xed and onstant (SOE).In the LOE senario � and � have positive e�ets on ~�L and p�F . Better trad-ing position for ountry F redues imported onsumption in ountry L: Thisredution uts down the previous rise, inreasing ~�LF but in a lower proportion.As long as � and � do not a�et the demand for intermediate inputs in F ,their e�et on onsumers inome in this ountry is null, and so it is on ~�FwhenpF is �xed (SOE). However, in the LOE senario � and � lead to a gain in thefollower ountry's terms of trade, p�F , inreasing their inome and onsumption,and then ~�F .Proposition 15 states that, for SOE, the stationary ratios of the domestiand imported onsumption per variety of intermediate goods in L, ~�L and ~�LF ,are una�eted by C or g, whereas the ratio of onsumption per variety of inter-mediate goods in F , ~�F , inreases. For SOE, the terms of trade are onstant,and ~�LF remains una�eted by hanges in the resoure bounty. However, forLOE, the relative prie for the follower ountry drops with C and g, inreasingthe onsumption of imported goods in the leading ountry.The e�et of resoure bounty on the onsumption per variety of intermediategood in F , ~�F , is twofold. On the one hand, a higher C or g inreases harvesting,R(v�; S�), and so, onsumers in the follower ountry attain larger inome fromtheir extration ativities in the resoure setor. Conversely, resoure abundane8Reall that ~i = i=N; i 2 fL;LF;Fg. 18



also means a lower relative prie for F . The trading position of the followerountry worsens, pushing down net revenues from bilateral trade. The �rste�et, whih boosts onsumption in F , surpasses in size the negative e�et oflower terms of trade.Finally, the next proposition states the long-term growth rates for small andlarge open eonomies and shows the results of the sensitivity analysis.Proposition 16 Along a steady-state equilibrium the eonomies in both thetehnologial leading and follower ountries grow at rates given by:� Small open eonomies (SOE):soe= (1��)� 21���(�+�) �LLA 11��L +(LF v�) 1����1�� AF 11��R(v�; S�) �1�� p̂ 11��F ���:� Large open eonomies (LOE):loe = (1 + �)" (1� �)� 2�1��2(� + �) LLA 11��L � �# : (38)Both, soe and loe derease with the ost of innovation, �, and the ost ofadaptation, �. Furthermore, soe inreases with the arrying apaity and theintrinsi growth rate, whereas loe is independent of these parameters.Proof. See Appendix B.An inrement in the ost of innovation, �, or the ost of adaptation, �,redues net bene�ts of innovators and then, the rate of return on assets forinvestors in the leading ountry, r. Thus, by usual de�nition of the growth ratepresented in (30), the negative e�et on soe and loe follows.The proposition states that the resoure bounty, desribed both by the ar-rying apaity or by the intrinsi growth rate, raises the growth rate of smalltrading ountries, with a onstant terms of trade. Conversely, resoure bountyhas no e�et on the growth rate of large open eonomies.When the two trading eonomies are small, and the relative prie, p̂F , is givenand onstant, the e�et of C and g upon the growth rate is the same that it wasin the model of a losed eonomy with domesti innovation. Resoure bountyfuels �nal output prodution in ountry F . A higher �nal output produtionrequires higher imports of eah type of intermediate inputs. This rise impliesa higher rate of return in the leading ountry and, in onsequene, a highergrowth rate in both eonomies.However, when trading eonomies are large, resoure bounty lessens theterms of trade, pushing down the imports of intermediate goods. This negativee�et exatly ompensates the previous pressure to rise of imports of interme-diates in ountry F to keep invariant the value of imports in L, p�F ~�LF = ~�L.Sine resoure bounty has no inuene on the traded amount of intermediategoods, neither it a�ets the rate of return in L nor the growth rate of bothountries. 19



4 Domesti innovation vs. FDIWe have proved that both domesti innovation and FDI, an fuel tehnologi-al innovation so that to attain sustainable eonomi growth in a ountry en-dowed with a renewable natural resoure, with a limited regeneration rate anda bounded arrying apaity. The main question to answer in this setion iswhether the ountry is better o� when innovation is arried out within its bor-ders or when tehnology is imported from abroad. This setion ompares thelong-run growth rates and the representative onsumer's onsumptions and util-ities under both senarios: a losed eonomy with domesti innovation and anopen eonomy with FDI.In the ase of two open eonomies with FDI, innovators in the leading ountrypay one unit of YL to produe an already invented intermediate good. Under thisassumption if there were inventors in the follower ountry they should fae thesame prodution ost. That is, one unit of YL, or equivalently, 1=pF units of thegood produed in this ountry, YF . Thus, to ompare domesti innovation andFDI senarios, parameter � equates 1=pF in the former, where pF representsthe onstant and given prie in the SOE senario, p̂F , or the endogenouslydetermined terms of trade in the LOE senario, p�F in (72). For omparisonpurposes L = LF , A = AF , and thus, X(v�; S�) = XF (v�; S�).Proposition 17 The gap between long-run growth rates with domesti innova-tion, , and FDI, oe, haraterizes as follows > oe , �� > XLXF (v�; S�) : (39)Proof. See Appendix CBy ondition (39), the long-run growth rate under FDI oinides with thegrowth rate under domesti innovation if and only if:XF (v�; S�)� = XL +XF (v�; S�)� + � :For a spei� variety of intermediate good, the employed amount over the ost ofinnovation in the domesti senario mathes the employed amount over the ostsof innovation and adaptation under FDI. Under this ondition, the return toasset holders is the same under both senarios. Sine this rate of return equallydetermines the growth rate of onsumption both under domesti innovation in(16) and FDI in (60) the eonomies grow at the same rate.Furthermore, ondition (39) shows that the greater the ost of adaptation interms of the ost of innovation, the stronger the inentive to swith from FDIto domesti innovation. Equivalently, this inentive is stronger, the greater theamount of intermediate good needed in the ountry whih has to deide whetherto innovate or to import intermediate goods from the leading ountry.Corollary 18 For a large open eonomy, the shift from foreign diret invest-ment to domesti innovation enhanes the long-run growth rate if the ratio �=�20



is greater or equal to 2�=(1 � �). On the ontrary, the long-run growth ratedereases if the output elastiity of the intermediate good is suÆiently large,spei�ally, � � 2=3.Proof. See Appendix C.Corollary 18 establishes two suÆient onditions to ensure that it is more(or less) pro�table for the eonomy to innovate rather than to import newintermediate goods. The eonomy would grow faster with domesti innovationif the ost of adaptation with respet to the ost of innovation surpasses a lowerbound, whih depends positively on the output elastiity of the intermediategoods, �. Sine � < � this �rst suÆient ondition an only our if � <1=3, being more likely the smaller is �. The smaller is the output elastiityof the intermediate goods, the less worthy is to import them from abroad.Conversely, domesti innovation slows down growth when the output elastiityof the intermediate good is large enough.Resoure bounty di�erently a�ets the growth rate of the eonomy and theonsumption per variety of intermediate good with domesti innovation or withFDI. These e�ets are olleted in the next two propositions.Proposition 19 When the eonomies are small, the inrement (resp. derease)in the long-run growth rate after a shift from foreign diret investment to domes-ti innovation is higher (resp. softer) the more bountiful the natural resoure.When eonomies are large, the gap in long-run growth rates is una�eted byresoure abundane.Proof. See Appendix C.Proposition 20 A swith from FDI to domesti innovation leads to a greateronsumption per variety of intermediate good at the steady-state. This inre-ment is larger the lower the terms of trade. Furthermore, for LOE, resoureabundane enhanes this inrement in onsumption per variety, while for SOEthis gap remains onstant.Proof. See Appendix C.For the previous propositions a question arises: Is resoure bounty an inen-tive for an eonomy to swith from FDI to domesti innovation?Regardless of the size of the eonomies, a swith from foreign diret in-vestment to domesti innovation does not have an utterly determined e�et onthe long-run growth rate, although it inreases the onsumption per variety ofintermediate good.Resoure wealth di�erently modi�es the e�et of a swith from FDI to do-mesti innovation, depending on the size of the eonomies. When eonomies aresmall, the more bountiful the natural resoure the eonomy has aess to, thehigher the amplitude of the inrement in the long-run growth rate, or the smallerthe amplitude of the derease in this rate. Furthermore, resoure wealth doesnot a�et the inrement in the onsumption per variety of intermediate good.When eonomies are large, resoure wealth does not modify the amplitude of21



the gap in the long-run growth rates, although it inreases the onsumption pervariety of intermediate good.From previous reasoning the following result an be established.Corollary 21 The gap between the steady-state utilities after a swith fromforeign diret investment to domesti innovation is positively a�eted by resoureabundane.5 Conluding remarksFor a ountry endowed with a natural resoure and with a resoure dependenteonomy, two models have been analyzed, depending on whether the eonomyinvests in new tehnology or adopts tehnology developed abroad. The mainonern of the paper is the analysis of the sustainability of the eonomi growth,for both models. Furthermore, we have foused on the e�et of resoure abun-dane on the growth rate of the eonomy, the terms of trade, the stationarylevel of the resoure stok, and the onsumers' welfare.Our �ndings are ompared for domesti innovation and foreign diret in-vestment. Under both senarios the existene, uniqueness and saddle-pointstability of a steady-state equilibrium that allows a sustained eonomi growthmaintaining onstant the stok of the natural resoure have been proved. On thesteady-state equilibrium, tehnologial innovation, onsumption and the prieof the natural resoure all grow at the same onstant rate. Correspondingly theharvesting and the stok of the natural resoure remain onstant.The �rst model assumes a resoure-dependent eonomy that develops itsown R&D setor. Resoure wealth, measured either by the arrying apaityor the intrinsi growth rate, enhanes the long-run growth rate of the eonomy.This inrement ours despite of a larger share of labor devoted to harvestingand due to higher harvestings assoiated with a higher level of the resoure.This e�et on the growth rate is softer when resoure abundane is measuredby the arrying apaity, and the harvest rate is proportional to the stok of theresoure. A more bountiful natural resoure also inreases the onsumption pervariety of intermediate good. Both e�ets lead to a higher onsumers' welfare.This result di�ers from the negative relationship between an eonomy's re-soure abundane and its long-term growth rate in Ell��asson and Turnovsky(2004). In their model, the stok of the resoure does not inuene extration,and the extrated resoure is used to purhase imports of a foreign onsump-tion good, avoiding tehnologial innovation, or any other mehanism, whihenlarges the resoure returns. In our model, the natural resoure is investedon output prodution, and tehnologial innovation enhanes its produtivity.Literature relies on tehnologial innovation to ahieve sustainable growth. Inthis study we go further and assert that if tehnologial improvements enhanethe resoure returns on inome, the eonomy will avoid the \resoure urse"and will reeive a \blessing". This onlusion applies regardless of whether thestok of the resoure does or does not a�et harvesting.22



In the seond model, the eonomy endowed with the natural resoure anobtain new tehnology from abroad by FDI. A tehnologial leading ountry in-vests on tehnologial progress, whih is adopted by the tehnologial follower.To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst attempt to takle simultaneouslytrade, tehnology transfer and natural resoure management in the ontext ofendogenous growth eonomies. In our opinion, this is an appropriate frameworkto desribe trade relationships between developing ountries and industrializedand tehnologial developed ountries. Moreover, while pioneer models of teh-nologial hange and environmental problems are appliable to industrializedountries, our approah allows us to study the existene of sustainable growthin eonomies of developing ountries, typially linked to the extration of anatural resoure, with an underdeveloped or non-existent R&D setor.Our results prove that tehnologial innovation in the leader ountry is a suf-�ient ondition for sustainable eonomi growth in both ountries. The tehno-logial di�usion by FDI permits the reoniliation between unlimited eonomigrowth and bounded natural resoure in developing ountries. In our ontexttrade relationships between these two ountries allow the transmission of growthfrom the tehnologial leader to the follower ountry.We have proved that the e�et of resoure bounty on the long-run growthrate depends on the size of the eonomies. For small open eonomies, with a�xed and onstant terms of trade, the growth rate is positively a�eted as inthe ase of domesti innovation. Conversely, for large open eonomies, a morebountiful natural resoure redues the terms of trade of the ountry owningthe natural resoure, anelling out the previous positive e�et and making thegrowth rate independent on the resoure wealth. For small eonomies, andduring time periods of onstant terms of trade, di�erent resoure endowmentsan generate di�erenes in the growth rates. However for large eonomies, wherethe pries balane the trade, the asymptoti growth rate does not depend onresoure bounty. Empirial evidene by Evans (1996) supports this result.Consumption per variety of intermediate good inreases with resoure wealthin the follower ountry. However, this abundane does not a�et onsumption inthe leader, exept in the ase of large open eonomies, when its imports inrease,assoiated with a lower terms of trade.The adaptation and innovation osts and the amounts of intermediate goodemployed in eah ountry establish a ondition that determines if the long-rungrowth rate is larger under domesti innovation or foreign diret investment.However, the swith from domesti innovation to foreign diret investment al-ways implies a higher onsumption per variety of intermediate good.When omparing long-run growth rates before and after a shift from foreigndiret investment to domesti innovation, resoure wealth enhanes gains andsmoothes losses for small open eonomies, but has no inuene if eonomies arelarge. Conversely, the inrement in onsumption per variety of good due to thisjump is widen for large open eonomies and una�eted for small eonomies.In onsequene, the inrement in welfare assoiated with a hange to a non-dependent poliy of tehnology innovation is larger, the better the eonomy issupplied with natural resoure. Thus, the inentive to arry out R&D invest-23
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7 Appendix A: Sustainable growth with domes-ti innovationProof of Proposition 3. The labor share devoted to the �nal outputsetor takes value between zero and one, while the stok of the natural resoureis lower and upper bounded by 0 and C, respetively. Thus, v and S annotgrow inde�nitely at a non-zero onstant rate. Therefore, these variables mustbe onstant on a steady-state equilibrium. Provided that the harvesting of thenatural resoure depends on the labor and the stok of the natural resoure,whih are motionless, the harvesting also must remain onstant on a steady-state equilibrium. Consequently, by (6), the amount of intermediate good, X ,is also onstant.By (9) immediately follows that the rate of return on assets is onstant.Consequently, the growth rate of onsumption is also onstant by (16).From the expression of Y in (7), provided that the amount of intermediategood remains onstant on steady-state, the prodution funtion grows at thesame rate as N .Taking into aount (17) and (7), the growth rate of the number of interme-diate goods is: _NN = 1� �� 1�2 � 1�X � N �L� � : (40)As long asX remains onstant along the steady-state equilibrium, the growthrate of N is onstant if onsumption, , grows at the same rate as the numberof intermediate goods, N .Finally, expressions in (4) show that the prie of the natural resoure, pR,and the salary, w, grow at the same rate as Y and N .Proof of Proposition 4. Under open aess, onsumers do not take intoaount the dynamis of the natural resoure. They solve the maximizationproblem: max;v Z 10 ln()e��t dt;subjet to their budget onstraint given by (10). From the neessary onditionsfor optimality and the de�nition of R in (2), it follows:w � 1� Æ1� vRpR�L = 0;whih, taking into aount expressions in (4), an be rewritten as:1� �� �v = � 1� Æ1� v :The fration of labor alloated to the �nal output setor, voa, immediatelyfollows: voa = 1� �� �1� �� Æ� = 1�:26



Lemma 22 Any steady-state equilibrium for the model desribed in Setion 2orresponds to a steady-state of the following three di�erential equations::~ = ~(1� " �L~� ��1� �� �� 1+�1�� (v �L) 1����1�� �A� � 11��R �1��#� �) ; (41)_v = f1(v; S) = 
(v)(�(v; S) + (�v � 1) :~~) ; (42)_S = f2(v; S) = G(S)�R; (43)where ~ = =N and
(v) = (1� �)v(1 � v)(1� �)(1� v) + (1� �� �)(1� Æv)(�v � 1) ;�(v; s) = "�� g�1� 2SC�+ �1� �� �1� � _SS# (�v � 1)� �RS (1� v);and � = 1� �� Æ�1� �� � > 1:Proof. Note that if v and S remain onstant, then R = B �(1� v)�L�1�Æ S�and the interest rate r, given by (9), will be onstant. Moreover, Y given by(7) will grow at the same rate as N , whih will be onstant if ~ is also onstant.Therefore, a steady-state of system (41)-(43) orresponds with a steady-stateequilibrium of the model in Setion 2.The dynamis of the new variable, ~, is::~~ = _ � _NN = r � �� _NN ;whih substituting the interest rate by its expression in (9) and using (40), anbe written as (41).To derive the dynamis for variable v let replae pries pR and w in (12) bytheir expressions given in (4), obtaining�R(v; S) = (�v � 1)(1� �� �)(1� Æ)v Y�L:Di�erentiating we obtain:_�� + _RR = 1�v � 1 _vv + _YY � _ : (44)Expression (2) leads to: _RR = �(1� Æ) _v1� v + � _SS :27



Replaing in (44) the time derivatives of R(v; S) and �, after several omputa-tions we an write the growth rate of variable v as follows:_vv = 1�v1�v+(1�Æ)v(�v�1)("��g�1�2SC�+� _SS� _YY + _#(�v�1)��RS (1�v)) :(45)From (6) and (7) we obtain that_YY � _ = � (1� �� �) (�v � 1)(1� �) (1� v) _vv + ��1� � _SS � :~~ :Using this last expression in (45) equation (42) is obtained.Proof of Proposition 5. We have to prove that the dynamial system(41)-(43) admits a unique steady-state, denoted by (~�; v�; S�) with ~� > 0;1=� < v� < 1 and 0 < S� < C=2.By equation (41), in a steady-state equilibrium~� = ��L "1� �� � 1+�1�� �v� �L� 1����1�� �A� � 11�� R(v�; S�) �1�� + ��# ; (46)whih expresses the value of ~� as a funtion of v� and S�:Note that the steady-state equilibrium values of v� and S� are the valuesthat solve the following equation system���g�1�2S�C �� (�v��1)��B �(1�v�)�L�1�Æ (S�)��1 (1�v�) = 0; (47)gS��1�S�C ��B �(1�v�)�L�1�Æ (S�)�=0: (48)If v� and S� solve the system (47)-(48) and ~� is given by (46), it is lear that thisthree values simultaneously vanish the equations (41)-(43). On the other hand,any three values of v�, S� and ~� that simultaneously vanish equations (41)-(43)must satisfy (46) and (47)-(48). Therefore, obtaining the steady-states of (41)-(43) is equivalent to solve the system (47)-(48) and take ~� as given by (46).We fous now on the existene and uniqueness of values (v�; S�) in the feasibleregion whih orrespond to a steady-state of the dynamial system (47)-(48).We prove this result separately for ases � = 1 and � = 0.� For � = 1:Equation (47) an be rewritten as9:SI(v) = g � �2g C + CB �L1�Æ(1� v)1�Æ2g 1� v�v � 1 : (49)9This expression impliitly avoids the open aess ase, voa = 1=�, so that denominator inthe seond term of SI(v) never vanishes. 28



Correspondingly, equation (48) is equivalent toSII(v) = C � CB �L1�Æ(1� v)1�Æg : (50)Funtion SI(v) presents a vertial asymptote for v = 1=� (see Figure 1).We are looking for a solution satisfying v 2 (1=�; 1). Note that withinthis interval S0I(v) < 0, the right branh of funtion SI(v) dereases fromlimv!1=�+ SI(v) =1 to SI(1) = (g��)C=g. Correspondingly, S0II(v) > 0,and SII(v) grows from SII(1=�) to SII(1) = C. A suÆient ondition forthe existene of a unique equilibrium within this interval and a positivestok of resoure is given by: SI(1) � 0 whih is equivalent to g � �.10
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Sine � > 1, it follows that v0(S)� < 0. Therefore, di�erentiating (47)with respet to S�,g�1� 2S�C � = �R�v (v�; S�)v0(S�) + �R�S (v�; S�) > 0:Then, the gross reprodution rate of the resoure presents a positive slopeat the steady-state. That is, S� < C=2:� For � = 0:Assuming interior solutions, equation (47) is equivalent to:��� g�1� 2SC�� [�v � 1℄ = 0:We remove the open aess solution voa = 1=�, beause we are interestingin a solution within the interval v 2 (1=�; 1). Thus, the stok of thenatural resoure at the steady-state would be:S� = g � �2g C < C2 ; (52)whih takes a positive value if and only if g > �.For this stationary stok of natural resoure, equation (48) gives thesteady-state value for the share of labor devoted to the �nal output setor:v� = 1� 1�L �(g2 � �2)C4gB � 11�Æ : (53)Condition g > � ensures that v� < 1. Moreover, v� will be higher than1=� if and only ifG(S�) � g2 � �24g C < B(�L(1� 1=�))1�Æ ;whih means that the gross reprodution rate at the steady-state doesnot surpass the harvesting under open aess. The above inequality isequivalent to inequality g < g+, where g+ is given byg+ = 2B(�L(1� 1=�))1�ÆC +r4B2(�L(1� 1=�))2(1�Æ)C2 + �2: (54)Lemma 23 The trae of the Jaobian matrix assoiated with the dynamialsystem (41)-(43) evaluated at the steady state (~�; v�; S�); J�, is positive for all� 2 [0; 1℄. 30



Proof. The Jaobian matrix assoiated with the dynamial system (41)-(43)is:J(~; v; S) = 0BBBBB� � :~�~ � :~�v � :~�S� _v�~ � _v�v � _v�S� _S�~ � _S�v � _S�S
1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB� :~~ + ~�(:~=~)�~ ~�(:~=~)�v ~�(:~=~)�Sv �( _v=v)�~ _vv + v �( _v=v)�v v �( _v=v)�SS �( _S=S)�~ S �( _S=S)�v _SS + S �( _S=S)�S

1CCCCCA ;whih evaluated at the steady-state equilibrium isJ� = J(~�; v�; S�) = 0BBBBB� ~� �(:~=~)�~ ~� �(:~=~)�v ~� �(:~=~)�Sv� �( _v=v)�~ v� �( _v=v)�v v� �( _v=v)�SS� �( _S=S)�~ S� �( _S=S)�v S� �( _S=S)�S
1CCCCCA = 0BBBB� w11 w12 w13w21 w22 w230 w32 w33 1CCCCA :Note thatw11 = �L~��� > 0;w22 = 
(v�)(� ��� g�1� 2S�C ��+ �R(v�; S�)S� + (�v� � 1) �( :~=~)�v )= 
(v�)(�R(v�; S�)S� + (�v� � 1) �( :~=~)�v ) ;w33 = �gS�C � (� � 1)R(v�; S�)S� = g ��1� 2S�C �� ��1� S�C �� ;where� = � �1 + (1� Æ) + (1� Æ)(�v� � 1)(1� �� �)(1� �) (1� v�) � ;� = ��(1� v�)�v� � 1 + � > � � 1v� + (1� Æ) + (1� Æ)(�v� � 1)(1� �� �)(1� �) (1� v�) � > 0:Note that,�( :~=~)�v = (�v� � 1)v�(1� �)(1� v�)(1� �� �) � �L~�� � ��� > 0;and therefore, w22 > 0.However w33 does not have a lear sign. For � = 0 the sign of w33 is positive,whereas for � = 1 the sign is negative.31



Taking into aount that 
(v�)� > �, thenw22+w33 > �R(v�; S�)S� +
(v�)(�v��1)�( :~=~)�v +g ��1�2S�C ����1�S�C ��= 
(v�)(�v� � 1)�( :~=~)�v + g�1� 2S�C � > 0;and we onlude that the trae of matrix J� is positive for all � 2 [0; 1℄.Proof of Proposition 6. As the previous lemma has stated trae(J�) > 0:To prove the saddle point property with a one-dimensional stable manifold weneed to establish a negative sign for the determinant of matrix J�.Its determinant is given byjJ�j = ������ w11 w12 w13w21 w22 w230 w32 w33 ������ ;where11w21 = 
(v�) (�v�� 1) �( :~=~)�~ ;w22 = 
(v�)(����g�1�2S�C��+�(2�Æ)R�S� +[�v��1℄"�1����1�� �( _S=S)�v + �( :~=~)�v #) ;w23 = 
(v�)(2gC [�v��1℄+�(1��)R�(1� v�)S�2 +[�v��1℄"�1����1�� �( _S=S)�S + �( :~=~)�S #) :Then,jJ�j = S�~�
(v�)������������� �(:~=~)�~ �(:~=~)�v �(:~=~)�S0 �h��g �1�2S�C �i+�(2�Æ)R�S� 2gC [�v��1℄+�(1��)R�(1�v�)S�20 �( _S=S)�v �( _S=S)�S
������������= S�~�
(v�) �L�� ������� �R�S� h ��1�v��1 + (1� Æ)i 2gC [�v��1℄+�(1��)R�(1�v�)S�2(1� Æ) R�(1�v�)S� � gC � (� � 1) R�S�2 �������11Along this proof and in order to simplify the notation as muh as possible, we will denoteR� = R(S�; v�). 32



= S�~�
(v�) �L�� 8><>: gR�CS� ������� � h ��1�v��1 + (1� Æ)i 2 [�v��1℄1�Æ1�v� �1 �������+�(1� �)R�2S�3 ������ ��1�v��1 + (1� Æ) 1� v�1�Æ1�v� 1 ������9=; :It is lear that the �rst term of the last sum is always negative. Therefore,when � = 0 or � = 1 the determinant of the Jaobian matrix will be negative.Proof of Proposition 7. The e�et of hanges in parameters C and g onS� and v� for ase � = 0, an be easily obtained, taking partial derivatives inexpressions (52) and (53). Therefore, from now on in this proof we onentrateon ase � = 1. The proof is based on the e�et of eah parameter on urvesSI(v) and SII(v), given by (49) and (50), and depited in Figure 1.� Derivatives with respet to g: (�SI=�g)(v) < 0 (urve _v = 0 moves down),(�SII=�g)(v) > 0 (urve _S = 0 shifts up). By Figure 1, these shifts ofurves SI(v) and SII(v) imply a redution in the perentage of labor de-voted to �nal output at the steady-state, v�, while the e�et on S� isambiguous.If expression v� = v(S�), given in (51) is inorporated in equation (47),taking derivatives with respet to g, it follows:12�S��g h� gC +B(1� Æ)[�L(1� v�)℄�Æ �Lv0(S�)i = ��1� S�C ��B(1� Æ)[�L(1� v�)℄�Æ �L�v�gIt is easy to prove that �v=�g > 0. Thus, the right hand side in thisequation is negative and, sine v0(S�) < 0, the derivative �S�=�g must bepositive.� Derivatives with respet to C: (�SI=�C)(v) > 0 and (�SII=�C)(v) > 0,urves _v = 0 and _S = 0 shift up. The stok of the resoure at the steady-state, S�, inreases, while the e�et on v� is unknown.Elastiity of urves _v = 0 and _S = 0 with respet to the arrying apaityare both equal to one. Therefore, v� is una�eted by the arrying apaity,�v�=�C = 0.12Equation (51) ould be rewritten as v�(�) = v(S�(�);�), where � = f�; g; C; Æ; �; �g isa set of parameters a�eting equilibria (v�; S�). For simpliity we omit these parameters tode�ne v� = v(S�). For any parameter x 2 �, the total derivative is denoted as �v�=�x, andan be deomposed in terms of partial derivatives: �v=�x + v0(S�)�S�=�x.33



8 Appendix B: Sustainable growth with FDIProposition 24 The optimal time paths in the tehnologial follower ountryan be haraterized as follows:� � 1� v1� Æ 1� �� �v = 1� �2 �FR; (55)_�F = ���G0(S) + �RS ��F � ��S(1� �) : (56)Furthermore, the growth rate of national good onsumption is given by:_FF = _YFYF = �1� � _pFpF + (1� �� �)(1� �v)(1� �)(1� v) _vv + _NN + ��1� � _SS : (57)Proof. The urrent-value Hamiltonian assoiated with the dynami opti-mization problem that onsumers in the follower ountry are faing (24)-(25)reads:HF (v; S; �F ) = ln�pR RLF + vwF�+ �F �G(S)�B(LF (1� v))1�ÆS�� ;where �F denotes the shadow prie assoiated with the stok of the naturalresoure S.Assuming interior solutions, �rst-order optimality onditions are:�HF�v = 0 , wFLF + pR �R�v = �F �R�v (pRR+ vLFwF ); (58)_�F =��F� �HF�S =��F�" pR �R�S 1LFpR RLF +vwF +�F �G0(S)� �R�S�# : (59)From the de�nition of the harvesting of the natural resoure R given in (2):�R�v = �1� Æ1� vR; �R�S = �RS ;and replaing �R=�v in equation (58), after several omputations, we get:pRR� 1� v1� ÆwFLF = �FR[pRR+ vLFwF ℄:Likewise, replaing �R=�S in (59) the dynamis of the ostate variable �Fan be rewritten as:_�F = ����G0(S)� �RS���F � pRRSpRR + vLFwF :34



Taking into aount (22), expressions (55) and (56) immediately follow.From (22) and (23) one gets: _FF = _YFYF :Taking into aount (21), (22), (2) and (31) the growth rate of onsumptionand �nal output prodution of the follower ountry, in (57) follows.Proposition 25 In the tehnologial leader ountry, along the optimal timepaths, the growth rates of onsumption of national and imported goods are givenby: _LL = r � �; _LFLF = r � �� _pFpF : (60)Proof. The urrent-value Hamiltonian assoiated with the dynami opti-mization problem that onsumers in the leader ountry are faing (28)-(29) isgiven by:HL(L; LF ; aL; �L) = ln(L) + ln(LF ) + �L(raL + wL � L � pF LF );where �L denotes the shadow prie of the assets, aL.Assuming interior solutions, the �rst-order optimality onditions are:�HL�L = 0 , L = 1�L ; (61)�HL�LF = 0 , pF LF = 1�L ; (62)_�L = ��L � �HL�aL = (�� r)�L: (63)From (61) and (62) the following relationship between the onsumption ofthe two di�erent �nal goods an be derived:L = pF LF ; (64)and therefore, _LL = _pFpF + _LFLF :Furthermore, (61) implies: _LL = � _�L�L ;and together with (63) establishes (60).
35



Proof of Proposition 11. Following the same reasoning as in the proofof Proposition 3, v, S and R are onstant on a steady-state equilibrium.The growth rate of the number of intermediate goods, N , replaing theexpression (64) of the onsumption of imported goods in the leader ountrygiven in (36), an be written as:_NN = 1� + � �ALL1��L X�L � 2LN LL �XL + 1� �� XF (v; S)� : (65)The growth rate of N is onstant along the steady-state equilibrium if the on-sumption of national good in the leader ountry, L, grows at the same rateas the number of intermediate goods, N , and at the same time, the amount ofintermediate goods used in the follower �nal output setor, XF (v; S), is also sta-tionary. From equation (33) forXF to be onstant, sine v and R are motionless,also the terms of trade, pF , must remain onstant.Taking into aount (34), provided that pF , v and R remain onstant alongthe steady-state equilibrium, the interest rate r is also onstant and equal to:r = � 21�� (1��) �LLA 11��L +LFv(pFAF ) 11��R �1�� �(�+�)� : (66)Along the steady-state equilibrium, onstants v, S and pF allow us to rewritethe growth rate of the �nal output prodution, YF , and the onsumption, F ,in the follower ountry, in (57), equal to the growth rate of the number ofintermediate goods, N (whih oinides with the growth rate of the nationalgood onsumption in the leading ountry). Furthermore, by (64), sine pFremains onstant along the steady-state equilibrium, the growth rate of theimported good, LF , equals the growth rate of the national good onsumptionin the leading ountry.Expression (35) implies that the growth rate of the prodution in the leaderountry also equals that of N , sine XL is onstant.Finally, provided that R remains onstant (22) shows that the prie of thenatural resoure grows as the same rate as YF along the steady-state equilibrium.Lemma 26 Any steady-state equilibrium for the trade model desribed by thedynami problems for ountries L and F , orresponds to a steady-state of thefollowing three di�erential equations::~L = ~L� 1� + � �2LL~L � (1� �)LLA 11��L � 2�1�� �� �� ; (67)_v = foe1 (v; S) = 
oe(v)�oe(v; S); (68)_S = f2(v; S) = G(S)�R(v; S); (69)36



where 
oe(v) = v(1� v)1� v + (1� Æ)v[�v � 1℄ ;�oe(v; S) = "��G0(S) + � _SS # [�v � 1℄� �R(v; S)S (1� v):Proof. Following the same reasoning as in Lemma 22, the dynamis of ~Lan be obtained from the expression of r in (66) and the dynamis of N in(65). Furthermore, onsidering the expressions of pR and w given in (22), in theneessary ondition in (55), the dynamis of the labor share, v, in (67) ariseslikewise as in the proof of Lemma 22.Proof of Proposition 12. We have to prove that the dynamial system(67)-(69) admits a unique steady-state, (~�L; v�; S�), with ~�L > 0; 1=� < v� <1; 0 < S� < C=2. Notie that the dynamis of ~L does not depend on v orS, neither the last two equations of the dynamial system do depend on ~L.Therefore, we an study the existene of the steady-state isolating the two lastdynami equations.By equation (67), assuming interior solutions, in a steady-state equilibrium:~L� = �(� + �) + LLA 11��L � 2�1�� (1� �)2LL ; (70)whih does not depend on v� or S�.Considering interior solutions, _v = foe1 (v; S) = 0 is equivalent to �oe(v; S) =0. Furthermore, the equations system f2(v; S) = �oe(v; S) = 0 is equivalent tosystem (47)-(48). Thus, the proof of Proposition 5 is valid.Proof of Proposition 13. Following the same reasoning as in the proofof Proposition 6, the Jaobian matrix evaluated at the steady-state reads:(Joe)� = Joe(~�L; v�; S�) = 0� woe11 0 00 woe22 woe230 w32 w33 1A ;wherewoe11 = 2~�L� + � > 0;woe22 = 
(v�)(����g�1�2S�C ��+�(2�Æ)R(v�; S�)S� + �[�v��1℄�( _S=S)�v ) ;woe23 = 
(v�)(2gC [�v��1℄+�(1��)R(v�; S�)(1� v�)S�2 + �[�v��1℄ �( _S=S)�S ) :37



One of the three eigenvalues of this matrix is given by woe11 > 0. Furthermore,the determinant of this Jaobian matrix an be written as:woe11 ���� woe22 woe23w32 w33 ���� ;whih has the same sign as jJ�j in the proof of Proposition 6. Therefore, for� = 0 or � = 1 this determinant will be negative. This ensures that the Jao-bian matrix presents two positive eigenvalues and one negative eigenvalue, andtherefore the saddle-point stability is proved.Proof of Proposition 14. From equation (37) and taking into aountthe optimal onsumption deisions in the leading ountry given in (64), at thesteady-state it follows: LL~�L = pjXF (v�; S�): (71)From (71) and the expression of XF in (33), we get the terms of trade atthe steady-state: p�F = (~�LLL)1���1+�AF (LF v�)1����R(v�; S�)� :Replaing the expression of the steady-state value of variable ~L, ~�L, givenin (70), we get the �nal expression for the prie pF along the steady-stateequilibrium: p�F = ��(� + �) + LLA 11��L � 2�1�� (1� �)�1��21���1+�AF (LF v�)1����R(v�; S�)� : (72)From the expression of the terms of trade at the steady-state in (72), thepositive e�et of � and �, on p�F immediately follows.The e�et of parameters C and g on the denominator in expression (72) hasthe same sign that the e�et of these parameters on soe. Moreover, resoureabundane does not a�et the numerator in this expression. In onsequene, byProposition 16, the terms of trade at the steady-state derease with C and g.Proof of Proposition 15. The ratio of domesti onsumption per varietyof intermediate goods in L, ~�L, in (70) is independent of resoure abundane,regardless of the size of the trading eonomies.The ratio of onsumption of the imported good per variety of intermediategood in L, reads ~�LF = ~�L=p�F . For SOE, the terms of trade at the steady-stateis an exogenous onstant, p�F = p̂F , and thus, ~�LF will also be independent of Cand g. Conversely, for LOE, by Proposition 14 it follows a positive relationship.Taking into aount (21) and (22), the ratio of onsumption in F per varietyof intermediate good, ~�F , in (23), an be rewritten as:~�F = 1� ��2 XF (v�; S�)p�F :38



For SOE, with a onstant p�F = p̂F , an inrement in C or g inreases XF (v�; S�)and thus, ~�F .. For LOE, XF (v�; S�) is una�eted by resoure abundane, butimplies that p�F dereases, whih rises ~�F .Proof of Proposition 16. The growth rate at the steady-state an beobtained by the growth rate of onsumption of national good in the tehnologialleader ountry in (30). This growth rate equals r � �, where r is given in (66).Therefore, denoting by oe this growth rate it an be written as follows:oe= 1� ��(� + �) [XL +XF (v�; S�)℄� � (73)= (1��)� 21���(�+�) �LLA 11��L +(LFv�) 1����1�� AF 11��R(v�; S�) �1�� pF 11�� ���:Last expression above shows the growth rate of the eonomies in the SOEsenario, soe, when the prie is onstant and exogenously given, p̂F . Conversely,in the LOE senario, the growth rate of the eonomies is obtained replaing theterms of trade, pF , by its stationary value, p�F .Substituting the value of p�F ; given by (72), in (73) and simplifying, thegrowth rate loe in (38) follows.The e�et on soe of hanges in the environmental parameters C and g anbe established along the same lines as for the losed eonomy (see Proposition8).9 Appendix C: Domesti innovation vs. FDIProof of Proposition 17. The result immediately follows from the expres-sions of the long-run growth rates in (20) and (73).Proof of Corollary 18. From the expressions of the long-run growthrates in (20) and (38), and taking into aount p�F in (72),  > loe if and onlyif the expression below is negative:(1� �)� 2�1��LLA 11��L [2�� � (1� �)�℄� �(� + �)[(1 + �)� + (1� �)�℄: (74)If �� � 2�1� � , then 2�� � (1� �)� � 0, and expression (74) is negative. Thus, > loe.On the ontrary, expression (74) takes positive values under suÆient on-dition: (1� �)� 2�1��LLA 11��L (3�� 1)� 2�(� + �) � 0:It is easy to prove that the LHS of this inequality is no lower than (3��1)loeif and only if � � 2=3. Furthermore, for these values of �, and under theassumption of a positive long-run growth rate in LOE, it follows that (3� �1)loe > 0. Thus, expression (74) is positive and  < loe.39



Proof of Proposition 19. From the expressions of the long-run growthrates in (20) and (73) it follows that the e�et of resoure abundane on thegap  � oe, presents the same sign as its e�et on XF (v�; S�). For SOE, aninrement in C or g inreases XF (v�; S�), while for LOE, XF (v�; S�) does nothange with resoure abundane.Proof of Proposition 20. From (21), (22) and (23) the onsumption pervariety of intermediate good in the follower ountry reads:~�F = (1� �)AFLF � 2�1�� (v�LF ) 1����1�� (pFAF ) �1��R(v�; S�) �1�� :The gap between ~� in (46) and ~�F is ��pFLF . This inrement in onsumption pervariety of intermediate good dereases with pF . For SOE this prie is exogenousand onstant, p̂F , and so, independent on C or g. For LOE the terms of trade,p�F , dereases with resoure abundane, leading to a wider gap.
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